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Discover the lush beauty of this rural corner of France with Cadogan's expert guidance. The authors

lived in the area for ten years and this guide is bursting with their knowledge and love of the region.
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"'Cadogan are the pick of the bunch' - Daily Telegraph"

Beguilingly slow-paced, this area is backwater France at its most bucolic and diverse. Here, the

rivers Dordogne, Lot, Garonne and Tarn wind through a land of gentle hills, myriad chateaux,

medieval fortified bastide towns, astonishingly unchanged Romanesque churches, and Paleolithic

caves adorned with paintings from our early ancestors. While, amid the world's largest

concentration of vineyards, the bustling cities of Bordeaux and pink-brick Toulouse up the pace

distinctly, elsewhere you get the feeling that little has changed since the Hundred Years' War. Dana

Facaros and Michael Pauls have produced this witty, astute insider's guide to their very own patch

of France â€“ its places, architecture, natural wonders, legends, quirks, cuisine and wine - and show

you why it is a region to return to again and again.* Practical travel information* Over 700

hand-picked places to stay* More than 500 restaurants, bars and cafes* 35 maps and site plans

plus a color touring-map section* Advice on the best wine routes, vintages and chateau visits*

Stunning color photographs* Descriptions of regional specialties, including magret de canard and

confits



Since we discovered Cadogan guides, they are the only books we carry. The Dordogne/Lot guide is

no exception. All the "must see" sights are included, but the deliciously juicy historical notes make

for lively reading and an insider feel to the past. Good recommendations for lodging and dining, and

writing that both educates and entertains. The authors include information on prehistoric sites - an

area overlooked by other guides.

Great writing, thoroughly researched, and the recommended hotels and restaurants did not

disappoint us. Superb resource for anyone traveling in the Dordogne or Lot areas of France.
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